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Abstract

The brain’s attentional system identifies and selects information that is task-relevant while ignoring information that is task-irrelevant. In two experiments using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we examined the effects of varying task-relevant information compared to task-irrelevant information. In the first experiment, we compared patterns of activation as attentional demands were increased for two Stroop tasks that differed in the task-relevant information, but not the task-irrelevant information: a color–word task and a spatial–word task. Distinct subdivisions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the precuneus became activated for each task, indicating differential sensitivity of these regions to task-relevant information (e.g., spatial information vs. color). In the second experiment, we compared patterns of activation with increased attentional demands for two Stroop tasks that differed in task-irrelevant information, but not task-relevant information: a color–word task and color–object task. Little differentiation in activation for dorsolateral prefrontal and precuneus regions was observed, indicating a relative insensitivity of these regions to task-irrelevant information. However, we observed a differentiation in the pattern of activity for posterior regions. There were unique areas of activation in parietal regions for the color–word task and in occipitotemporal regions for the color–object task. No increase in activation was observed in regions responsible for processing the perceptual attribute of color. The results of this second experiment indicate that attentional selection in tasks such as the Stroop task, which contain multiple potential sources of relevant information (e.g., the word vs. its ink color), acts more by modulating the processing of task-irrelevant information than by modulating processing of task-relevant information.

INTRODUCTION

Researchers investigating the neural bases of attention (LaBerge, 1990) conceive of it as occurring via a network of brain structures that includes the thalamus, pulvinar, superior colliculus, posterior parietal regions, prefrontal regions, anterior cingulate cortex, and basal ganglia (Posner & Petersen, 1990; Mesulam, 1981). Some researchers have suggested that these structures form two distinct attentional systems, one anterior and one posterior (Posner & DeHaene, 1994). Traditionally, the anterior system is considered responsible for executive aspects of attention, most notably attention for action. This conceptualization is supported by neuroimaging studies that reveal increased activity in prefrontal and cingulate areas when there is an executive or decision-making component to attentional control, such as when attention must be divided across different stimulus attributes (e.g., Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman, & Petersen, 1991). The posterior system, in contrast, is thought to be involved in the selection of information based on perceptual characteristics and/or spatial location (O’Craven, Rosen, Kwong, Triesman, & Savoy, 1997; Mangun, 1995; Corbetta et al., 1991). Typically, when individuals direct their attention to one particular attribute of an item (e.g., motion), increased activity is observed in the posterior brain region specialized for processing that visual attribute (e.g., increased activity in the human equivalent of MT or V5; Corbetta et al., 1991).

In this paper we examine a dissociation between functioning of the anterior and posterior subsystems of the attentional network. Here we provide strong evidence for the role of the anterior system in executive aspects of attention, as well as supplying new insights into the organization of prefrontal cortex for such functions. We demonstrate that with increased attentional demands, activation is increased in different subdivisions of prefrontal cortex and precuneus depending upon the nature of the information that is task relevant (e.g., color vs. spatial information). Rather than the prefrontal cortex acting as a unified whole, our data suggest that distinct subregions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex...
play a role in imposing executive aspects of attentional control depending upon the nature of the information that is to be selected. As a corollary, we also demonstrate that the pattern of activity within the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is relatively independent of the type of information that is to be ignored (i.e., task-irrelevant information). This finding would be expected if indeed the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex acts to impose top-down executive control in selecting task-relevant information.

It has also been suggested that prefrontal control over executive aspects of attention feeds backward and tunes posterior cortical systems to enhance the processing of task-relevant information (Cohen, Braver, & O’Reilly, 1996; Desimone & Duncan, 1995). It is generally assumed that prefrontal regions “alert” those posterior brain regions responsible for processing the sensory information that is task-relevant. As a result, the sensory areas related to the task-relevant feature become more activated, evidence that processing of the task-relevant sensory feature is being modulated (e.g., lingual fusiform regions will become active when color is being attended compared to form or motion). Here we provide evidence that when task-relevant information is contained in two distinct streams of information rather than only one, there is little modulation of processing of the task-relevant sensory feature. Rather, we find increased activation in posterior regions that process the task-irrelevant information. These findings are more compatible with the idea that attentional selection occurs via modulation of processing the task-irrelevant information rather than by the more conventional view that the processing of task-relevant information is modulated.

Our evidence for these assertions is based on experiments using variants of the Stroop task. In the classic color–word Stroop task, individuals are asked to identify the ink color in which a word is printed while ignoring its identity. The Stroop task is a particularly useful tool for the investigation of executive aspects of attentional control because it requires more than just attending to one attribute over another. Rather, executive aspects of attentional control are required to suppress the automatic processing of the word’s identity while prioritizing the less automatic processing of the word’s ink color (MacLeod, 1991, 1992). Consistent with such an analysis of the Stroop task, many theorists posit that one important aspect of executive attentional control is the ability to override routine processes (e.g., Stuss & Benson, 1986; Shallice, 1982; see also Banich, 1997, Chapter 10 for a review).

Results from the Stroop task demonstrate, however, that the ability to suppress automatic word reading is incomplete. Compared to a neutral baseline word that has no intrinsic meaning with regard to color (e.g., “blank”), responses are speeded if the word names the ink color (e.g., the word “red” in red ink; congruent trials), and responses are slowed if the word names a different ink color (e.g., the word “blue” in red ink; incongruent trials). Generally, responses to incongruent trials are thought to require greater attentional selection than those on neutral trials. On incongruent trials the selection of task-relevant information (i.e., the item’s color) must occur in the face of task-irrelevant information that conflicts at the level of meaning (e.g., the meaning of the word “red” conflicts with the ink color blue) and/or at the level of a response (e.g., a response to the word “red” conflicts with selecting the correct response of blue). No such conflict exists for neutral trials.

Prior neuroimaging work indicates that the greater attentional demands imposed by incongruent compared to neutral trials engages a network of neural structures including prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate, and posterior regions (e.g., superior parietal cortex, extrastriate cortex) (Brown et al., 1999; Bush et al., 1998; Taylor, Kornblum, Lauber, Minoshima, & Koepppe, 1997; Carter, Mintun, & Cohen, 1995; Carter, Mintun, Nichols, & Cohen, 1997; Bench et al., 1993; Pardo, Pardo, Janer, & Raichle, 1990). To elucidate the specific role of the anterior and posterior attentional systems in attentional control for the Stroop task, we performed two experiments. In the first experiment, we employed two variants of the Stroop task that differed in the nature of the task-relevant dimension, but shared the same task-irrelevant dimension. By holding the task-irrelevant dimension constant across the two tasks, we could determine whether the increased attentional demands imposed by incongruent compared to neutral trials activated different subregions within a brain area depending on the nature of the task-relevant dimension. In the second experiment, we took the converse approach: We varied the nature of the task-irrelevant dimension across two tasks, but kept the task-relevant dimension constant. By holding the task-relevant dimension constant, we were able to determine whether any brain areas exhibited increased sensitivity to the task-irrelevant dimension on incongruent relative to neutral trials. The findings of these two experiments provide strong converging support indicating that: (1) a dorsolateral prefrontal/precuneus system is involved in executive control for selecting task-relevant information; (2) this system has a modular organization as the specific region responsible for such executive aspects of attentional control varies as a function of the nature of task-relevant information; and (3) when two streams of information (i.e., information contained in the word compared to the ink color) are relevant to task demands, selection occurs more by modulating processing of the task-irrelevant information than by modulating processing of the task-relevant information.

**EXPERIMENT 1**

In the first experiment we contrasted the pattern of brain activation for two tasks: a color–word Stroop task...
and a spatial–word Stroop task. We describe our tasks in a hyphenated manner with the first word referring to the task-relevant dimension and the second word referring to the task-irrelevant dimension. As described above, in the color–word Stroop task, color is the relevant dimension whereas the word’s identity is the irrelevant dimension. In the spatial–word Stroop task, the spatial relation between a word and a box (i.e., above, below, within) is the relevant dimension whereas the word’s identity is the irrelevant dimension.

To manipulate attentional demands in each task, we varied the relation between information in the task-relevant and task-irrelevant dimensions. Attentional demands were higher on incongruent trials, as the task-irrelevant information directly conflicted with the task-relevant information. An example of an incongruent trial for the color–word task is the word “blue” printed in yellow, and for the spatial–word task, the word “above” positioned below the box. Attentional demands were lower on neutral trials, in which the task-irrelevant information was unrelated to the task-relevant information. An example of a neutral trial for the color–word task would be the word “blank” colored in yellow, and for the spatial–word task, the word “civil” positioned below the box.

Given that these two Stroop tasks differ in the task-relevant dimension but not in the task-irrelevant dimension, we predicted that different subregions of the executive control system would be activated as the need for attentional selection was increased. This prediction is based on findings in monkeys (Wilson, O Scalaidhe, & Goldman-Rakic, 1993) and humans (Smith & Jonides, 1999) that there is a modularity of organization to the prefrontal cortex that differentiates on the basis of the relevant task domain. In particular, distinct regions of prefrontal cortex are involved in spatial compared to nonspatial working memory. Given the interrelationship between working memory and attentional selection (Desimone & Duncan, 1995), we expected a similar modularity for executive aspects of attentional selection.

Results

Behavioral Results

As expected, responses to incongruent trials were slower compared to neutral trials: significantly so for the color–word task [679 msec neutral; 818 msec incongruent; $F(1, 12) = 46.8, p < .0001]$ and marginally so for the spatial–word task [637 msec neutral; 668 msec incongruent; $F(1, 12) = 3.72, p < .10$]. This finding verifies that our attentional manipulation was indeed effective. Furthermore, an analysis revealed a significant interaction [$F(1, 12) = 16.12, p < .002$] such that the elongation of response to incongruent trials was significantly greater for the color–word task than the spatial–word task.

Neuroimaging Results

Figure 1 shows regions that were significantly more active for the incongruent trials compared to neutral trials (mean $Z = 1.96, N = 14$) for each of the two tasks. As in prior Stroop tasks, there was a wide range of areas that exhibited greater activation in incongruent than neutral trials including prefrontal, cingulate, parietal, and occipito-temporal regions. As can be seen in Figure 1, although these regions overlapped for the two tasks, there was differentiation within these general regions based on the nature of the attended attribute.

We performed a secondary analysis (see Methods) to provide confirmation of these dissociations. Our basic approach had two steps. First, we isolated for each task the regions significantly more activated for incongruent
than neutral trials. Second, we then determined which of those regions were significantly more active for one task than the other. The Talairach coordinates for the peaks of these regions are listed in Table 1. The results of this analysis confirmed our primary analysis, showing a dissociation between the subregions activated by each of the two tasks.

In the prefrontal cortex we found a double dissociation, in that some areas activated by the color–word task were not activated by the spatial–word task, and vice versa. Common regions of significant activation for both tasks occurred in the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 9) (e.g., \( x = -42, y = 20, z = 28 \)). The color–word task, however, produced significantly more activation than the spatial–word task in medial and ventral regions, whereas the spatial–word task produced significantly more activation than the color–word task in dorsal regions (See Figure 1a). In addition, the color–word task produced significantly greater activation in the right middle and inferior frontal regions than did the spatial–word task.

A similar, but less robust dissociation was observed for cingulate regions. An area of the right cingulate cortex was significantly more activated by incongruent than neutral trials for the color–word task but not for the spatial–word task. Conversely, there was a region of medial frontal/supplementary motor area (SMA) that was significantly more activated on incongruent than neutral trials for the spatial–word task but not for the color–word task. However, this latter difference in activation between the two tasks did not reach conventional levels of significance in the confirmatory analysis.

A similar dissociation in the patterns of activation for the two tasks was also observed for posterior regions (e.g., parietal and occipito-temporal cortex). Activity was significantly greater for the spatial–word than color–word task in superior regions of parietal cortex, and significantly greater for the color–word than spatial–

| Table 1. Peaks of Regions in Experiment 1 Significantly More Activated for One Task Than the Other |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Region** | **Color–word task** | **Spatial–word task** |
| **Region** | \( x \) | \( y \) | \( z \) | Mean Z | **Region** | \( x \) | \( y \) | \( z \) | Mean Z |
| Medial frontal | | | | | | | | | |
| Anterior cingulate (32) | 6 | 18 | 40 | 2.70 | Medial frontal (8) | 4 | 26 | 46 | 2.04 |
| Frontal | | | | | | | | | |
| Right middle frontal (46) | 40 | 22 | 24 | 2.99 | Left middle frontal (9) | –42 | 28 | 32 | 2.55 |
| Left middle frontal (46) | –34 | 22 | 24 | 3.23 | Left middle frontal (8) | –40 | 10 | 38 | 3.11 |
| Left inferior frontal (44) | –46 | 6 | 26 | 3.61 | Left precuneus(7) | –10 | –80 | 54 | 2.39 |
| Right inferior frontal (44) | 44 | 10 | 26 | 3.73 | Left inferior parietal (40) | –42 | –42 | 48 | 2.55 |
| Parietal | | | | | | | | | |
| Left precuneus (7) | –22 | –70 | 36 | 4.59 | Right superior parietal (7) | 30 | –72 | 56 | 2.36 |
| Occipito-temporal | | | | | | | | | |
| Left superior temporal (22/38) | –46 | 14 | 0 | 2.86 | Left superior temporal (22/38) | –46 | 14 | 0 | 2.86 |
| Left middle temporal (39) | –52 | –58 | 18 | 2.97 | Left middle temporal (39) | –52 | –58 | 18 | 2.97 |

These peaks are identified by the Brodmann’s area within which they fall (noted in parentheses), their Talairach coordinates, and the maximal mean Z score within that peak. Notice that the mean Z value is the average Z value for that region across all subjects. If there was more than one peak of activation within an anatomical/Brodmann’s area, only that peak with the highest maximal mean Z is listed. The peaks identified in italics are ones that yielded a significant activation between incongruent and neutral trials in the spatial–word task but not the color–word task, although the difference in activation between the two tasks did not reach significance.
word task in medial and inferior parietal regions (see Figure 1b). There were, however, common regions in the left inferior parietal cortex (e.g., $x = -22, y = -2, z = 46$) that were more activated by incongruent than neutral trials for both tasks. In addition, the contrast between incongruent and neutral trials produced a region of significant activation in the left inferior parietal cortex (BA 40) for the spatial–word Stroop task that was not observed for the color–word task (refer back to Figure 1a). It should be noted, however, that the difference in activation between the two tasks did not reach significance in our confirmatory analysis. Finally, there was a region of right superior parietal cortex that revealed greater activation for incongruent than neutral trials for the spatial–word task but not the color–word task.

In addition, the contrast between incongruent and neutral trials for the spatial–word task produced two areas in left temporal regions that were more activated than (and not observed) in the color–word task. One of these was in the very posterior portions of the middle temporal gyrus, and the other in the anterior region of the superior temporal gyrus.

**Discussion**

The comparison between incongruent and neutral trials for both Stroop tasks indicated activation of a similar brain network that includes prefrontal, cingulate, and parietal regions. These findings are consistent with other studies involving attentional selection and/or the Stroop task (e.g., Carter et al., 1995; Pardo et al., 1990). Importantly, however, the location of activation within each of these regions varied for each task, indicating a sensitivity of each region to the nature of the task-relevant dimension. In the case of dorsolateral prefrontal regions, we observed a strong double dissociation between ventral and dorsal regions. Ventral regions showed differential activation with increased attentional demands (i.e., on incongruent compared to neutral trials) in the color–word task, whereas more dorsal regions exhibited differential activation with increased attentional demands in the spatial–word task.

The color–word task yielded significantly greater activation in inferior frontal regions (BA 44) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 46) than the spatial–word task. Activity in BA 44 of the left hemisphere is typically associated with phonological processing (e.g., Wagner, 1999; Price, 1998; Fiez, 1997), and in the right hemisphere with visuospatial working memory (e.g., Wagner, 1999). Activation in BA 44 of the left hemisphere could possibly reflect phonological interference between representations of the color word and the ink color, or covert vocalization, as damage in this region typically produces Broca’s aphasia.

Activation in BA 46 is typically associated with the manipulation or selection of information that is being held in working memory (Owen, Evans, & Petrides, 1996; Petrides, 1994). We propose that this dorsolateral prefrontal region becomes activated on incongruent compared to neutral trials in the color–word task because the individual must determine which of the word’s attributes (i.e., its meaning or its visual color) contains the relevant color information. Supporting such an interpretation are data from our laboratory (Banich et al., 1999) in which we have found activation in this area for both incongruent and congruent Stroop trials compared to neutral trials. Incongruent and congruent trials are similar in that both require the individual to determine that the relevant color information is contained in the word’s ink color compared to its identity.

In contrast, the spatial–word task produced significantly greater activation with increased attentional demands in areas 8 and 9 of the left middle frontal gyrus than did the color–word task. BA 9 is also part of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and hence has also been associated with manipulation of information in working memory. The more dorsal activation within dorsolateral prefrontal cortex for the spatial–word task than the color–word task is consistent with findings in animals (Wilson et al., 1993) and humans (Smith & Jonides, 1999) that regions associated with the processing of spatial information are located more dorsally than those associated with the processing of information related to objects. The activation in BA 8 is near the frontal eye fields in humans (e.g., Petit & Haxby, 1999). This increased activity on incongruent as compared neutral trials may have occurred because individuals may move their gaze between the box and the word more often to deal with the conflict between the word’s meaning and the word’s location relative to the box.

A dissociation between the two tasks with increased attentional demands was also observed in regions of the cingulate. A ventral region of the anterior cingulate was significantly more activated in the color–word than spatial–word task. In contrast, the spatial–word task activated a superior region in medial frontal areas that impinges upon the SMA. Once again we observe a more dorsal center of activation in the spatial–word task, consistent with the pattern of anatomical segregation seen for these two types of material in both posterior and frontal regions.

Within parietal regions a double dissociation in activation associated with increased attentional demands was observed in the left precuneus. A more lateral and inferior region was activated by the color–word task, whereas a more medial and superior region was activated by the spatial–word task. This dissociation mimicked that observed for dorsolateral prefrontal regions. Activation in this region has been reported in other attentional tasks, such as when individuals must shift attention between two attributes of an item (e.g., between form and color in a modified Wisconsin Card Sorting Task: Nagahama et al., 1999). Hence, our results are consistent with the suggestion of Goldman-Rakic (1988) that there
are parallel connections between distinct regions of the prefrontal and parietal cortex. In this case, there appear to be distinct subdivisions within each of these regions that are important for attentional selection involving color compared to space.

The spatial–word task also uniquely activated superior regions of the right parietal lobe and left inferior parietal regions. Both of these regions have been previously described as being part of a general attentional activation system that allocates resources regardless of the stimulus dimension (e.g., Coull & Nobre, 1998). For example, the lateral left inferior parietal region has been found to be more active in both a space-based and an object-based attention task than in a control task in which length of an object had to be reported (Fink, Dolan, Halligan, Marshall, & Frith, 1997). Likewise, activation of the right superior parietal region has been found in both a spatial-orienting and temporal-orienting task (Coull & Nobre, 1998). Our data, however, are somewhat at odds with the idea that such a system is insensitive to the stimulus dimension to be attended, as we did not find activation in these regions for the color–word task. There is another possible interpretation of the increased activation in right superior parietal cortex on incongruent compared to neutral trials. This region has been reported to be involved in stimulus–response (e.g., button press) mapping (e.g., Meyer et al., 1998). In our task, such a mapping might be more difficult on incongruent trials than neutral trials for the spatial–word task but not the color–word task. Whereas task-relevant and task-irrelevant information on incongruent trials in the spatial–word task contain conflicting spatial information that would make a stimuli–response mapping difficult, no such conflict with regard to spatial information occurs in the color–word task.

With regard to the activity in occipito-temporal regions in the spatial–word task, the left middle temporal activation appear to represent processing within early portions of the dorsal visual-processing stream. This region may also help to process relative spatial position as regions just superior to this location in the left hemisphere have been found to be involved in the processing of categorical spatial relations (e.g., above/below; left/right) (Baciu et al., 1999) although others have found the regions involved in categorical spatial relations to be more variable (Kosslyn, Thompson, Gitelman, & Alpert, 1998). The superior temporal activation may represent the processing of the box and the word as unique objects. Because anterior regions of superior temporal sulcus project to the posterior parietal cortex (Baizer, Ungerleider, & Desimone, 1991), activation in this region may indicate an integration of the items with respect to their relative positions in space. In summary, we found differentiation of activation depending on the nature of the task-relevant information in both the anterior and posterior attentional networks.

**EXPERIMENT 2**

On the basis of Experiment 1, we concluded that the differential activation within distinct subregions of prefrontal and precuneus cortex with increased attentional demands reflects regional segregation of attentional control for different types of task-relevant information (e.g., spatial vs. color). If that were the case, then one would not predict a double dissociation in regional activation with increased attentional demands if two tasks share the same type of task-relevant information (e.g., color) but differ only with regard to task-irrelevant information. To test this hypothesis, our second study examined patterns of activation for a color–word and a color–object Stroop task. In the color–object Stroop task, an individual must name the color in which an object is presented, while disregarding the identity of the object. Because these tasks only differ in the task-irrelevant dimension, any brain region that shows a difference in activity between the two tasks must be sensitive to the task-irrelevant information.

Once again, we varied attentional demands by comparing incongruent trials, which require greater attentional selection because the task-irrelevant information conflicts with the task-relevant information, to neutral trials, which require less attentional selection because they contain no such conflict. Incongruent trials in the color–object Stroop task are those in which the item is depicted in a color different than the one with which it is
strongly associated (e.g., a yellow strawberry when strawberries are strongly associated with the color red). Neutral trials are those in which the object is not strongly associated with any particular color (e.g., a yellow car).

**Results**

**Behavioral Results**

Responses were significantly slower on incongruent trials compared to neutral trials [color–word task: neutral 577 msec, incongruent 692 msec, $F(1,15) = 17.92, p < .001$; color–object task: neutral 569 msec, incongruent 657 msec, $F(1,15) = 7.12, p < .025$]. These behavioral data indicate, once again, that our manipulation of attentional demand was effective. However, the increase in reaction time on incongruent compared to neutral trials was no greater for the color–word task than for the color–object task.

As shown in Figure 2, the two tasks activated similar regions of the anterior executive attentional system, but showed greater differences in regions of activation of the posterior attentional system. As in Experiment 1, we performed a confirmatory analysis to verify these findings.

Highly overlapping regions of frontal cortex were activated by the two tasks including left and right middle frontal gyrus (BA 9 and BA 46). Unlike Experiment 1, in which unique prefrontal regions were activated for each task, such a pattern of double dissociation was not observed here (see Figure 2). Rather, three regions exhibited greater activation with increased attentional demands in the color–word task that were not observed.

**Table 2. Peaks of Regions in Experiment 2 Significantly More Activated for One Task Than the Other**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Color–word task</th>
<th>Color–object task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medial frontal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R medial frontal (8/6)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frontal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle frontal (8)</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right middle frontal (6)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parietal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left precuneus (7)</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right precuneus (7)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left superior parietal (7)</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left inferior parietal (40)</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occipito-temporal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left fusiform (37)</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left inferior occipital (19)</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L inferior occipital (18)</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left lingual (18)</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right middle occipital (18)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle occipital (18)</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle temporal (19/39)</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right middle temporal (19/39)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left precuneus (7/31)</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These peaks are identified by the Brodmann’s area within which they fall (noted in parentheses), their Talairach coordinates, and the maximal mean $Z$ score within that peak. Notice that the mean $Z$ value is the average $Z$ value for that region across all subjects. If there was more than one peak of activation within an anatomical/Brodmann’s area, only that peak with the highest maximal mean $Z$ is provided.
for the color–object task: (1) medial frontal cortex, (2) left middle frontal cortex, and (3) right middle frontal cortex. In all cases, these activations appear to reflect the recruitment of additional areas in the color–word compared to the color–object task rather than a dissociation between regions of activation for the two tasks (see Table 2).

In contrast, regions in parietal and occipito-temporal cortex activated by increased attentional demands were more clearly differentiated on the basis of the task-irrelevant information (see Figure 2). Although both tasks produced bilateral activity in the parietal lobes (BA 7 and BA 40), the patterns of activity significantly differed in that (1) the precuneus cortex was significantly active for the color–word task but not the color–object task, (2) a superior region of the left superior parietal region was active for the color–word task but not the color–object task, and (3) a lateral region of left inferior regions was more active for the color–word than color–object task. Therefore, although there was parietal activation for both tasks, there were parietal regions uniquely activated by the color–word task.

For the occipito-temporal regions, the only common activation was in the left fusiform gyrus (BA 19). Areas significantly more activated for the color–object task than the color–word task extended throughout the ventral visual processing stream, including the inferior occipital, middle occipital, fusiform, lingual, and middle temporal gyri. This pattern was more pronounced in the left hemisphere than the right.

It is of note that we specifically examined whether activation in the color-processing region (e.g., $x = -12$, $y = -74$, $z = 0$) was modulated with increased attentional demands. No such increase in activation in this region was observed for either task.

**Discussion**

In this experiment, unlike Experiment 1, we found clear evidence of a dissociation in processing between the anterior and posterior attentional systems. The posterior system was sensitive to task-irrelevant information whereas the anterior system was much less so. Our finding that the two tasks activated highly overlapping regions of prefrontal cortex is consistent with the suggestion that prefrontal regions are acting in an executive manner to select the task-relevant information. We, like others (Paus, Petrides, Evans, & Meyer, 1993), interpret the increased activity in cingulate areas to reflect a mechanism for attention for action, in this case for response selection.

Whereas some posterior regions exhibited increased activation with increased attentional demands in both tasks, the most striking feature of our data was the dissociation between the two tasks in the pattern of activation in parietal and occipito-temporal regions. Although there were common regions of increased activation for the two tasks in the parietal lobes, a number of parietal regions were more activated by the color–word than color–object task. These regions appear to be related to word processing. For example, the region of the left precuneus that exhibited increased activation in our study has been reported to become active when processing words compared to letter strings (Jessen et al., 1999). Notice that this region of the precuneus is different than that which showed differential activation in the color–word and spatial–word tasks in Experiment 1. The significantly greater activation of the lateral left inferior region in the color–word than color–object task is likely to reflect the translation of orthography to phonology (e.g., Price, 1998), as this area has been reported to be more active when viewing or naming words compared to pictures. Finally, the left superior region becomes activated when words must be encoded into memory (Kelley et al., 1998).

With regard to occipito-temporal regions, we found that a significant increase in activity was noted for both tasks in the left fusiform gyrus. What was much more striking, however, was that most all of the ventral visual processing stream was more activated by the color–object than color–word task. These regions are strikingly similar to those activated when objects are encoded into memory (Kelley et al., 1998). It is important to note that activity in this ventral visual processing stream did not include the area in the left lingual gyrus that has been previously identified as being the area associated with color perception, nor areas in the inferior temporal lobe (BA 20) that are associated with retrieving color knowledge (Chao & Martin, 1999). Such a pattern of results supports our assertion that activation of posterior regions is being modulated by task-irrelevant compared to task-relevant information.

One might question why task-irrelevant rather than task-relevant information is modulating activity of posterior regions. In the case of incongruent trials in the Stroop task, both the task-relevant and task-irrelevant attributes contain information associated with color (e.g., the word “green” is associated with a color, as is a frog). Prior studies have suggested an increased gain in posterior regions that process an attended attribute such as color. However, we did not observe any additional increase in processing in the color region when we increased the need to attend to the color in the face of conflicting information (e.g., a color-related word, a color-related object). Rather, we observed increased activation for those regions of the brain associated with processing the task-irrelevant information. Hence, it appears that when there is conflicting information, attentional control occurs more by modulating processing of the task-irrelevant information than by modulating processing of task-relevant information.

We speculate that such increased activation in regions responsible for processing task-irrelevant information may reflect the detection that this information is related...
to the information that is task-relevant, rather than that it conflicts with task-relevant information. This speculation is based on findings that we have found these same regions to become activated on congruent compared to incongruent trials (Banich et al., 1999). Detecting that the task-irrelevant information is related to task-relevant information appears to occur early on in processing. The regions of increased activation observed in the color–word and color–object tasks are not those that reflect the final endpoint of processing for such types of information in the brain. For the color–word task, the increased activation was observed in those regions that translate orthography to phonology, rather than in insula areas involved in semantic processing. It may be that the brain attempts to hinder the processing of task-irrelevant information in the word channel before it reaches semantic processing areas as the semantic representation of the word would more potently interfere with task demands. Similarly, the increased activation in the color–object task was observed in early portion the ventral visual processing stream—in regions in which color and objects are more intimately bound, rather than in more anterior areas that are associated with the detailed recognition of specific complex forms. Once again, detection of the relationship between task-irrelevant and task-relevant information at this level may help to preclude further processing of the task-irrelevant information that would only make it a more potent source of interference.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

Across the two experiments, we have clearly demonstrated a differentiation in the types of information that influence the selection processes performed by the anterior and posterior attentional subsystems. Whereas both systems are sensitive to task-relevant information, the posterior system is also largely influenced by task-irrelevant information.

Here we consider the processes by which each of these systems is involved in attentional selection. We propose that the dorsolateral prefrontal/precuneus system is responsible for executive aspects of attentional selection. In particular, we suggest that this system imposes an attentional “set” for the task-relevant information—that is, sets a top-down bias for selecting certain types of information (e.g., color). Single-cell recording in animals (e.g., Rainer, Asaad, & Miller, 1998), neuropsychological studies (e.g., Lombardi et al., 1999; Vendrell et al., 1995), and computational modeling (e.g., Cohen et al., 1996) are consistent with such a suggestion, as all implicate prefrontal regions in acting to impose top-down control over selection of an attended attribute. The results of the present study and other recent work in our laboratory suggest that these dorsolateral prefrontal areas are especially invoked in this process when selection is attentionally difficult. Consider that reading a word to retrieve its meaning is relatively automatic (e.g., Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990), whereas extracting color information from a word or noting its spatial location are much less so. We propose that dorsolateral prefrontal regions are required to direct attention to the task-relevant information, such as a word’s color or its spatial location, when these types of information are typically ignored. To provide support for this idea we performed another study (Banich et al., 2000) in which we examined the degree of dorsolateral prefrontal activity under two conditions. In one condition, it was easier to direct attention to the task-relevant dimension of a stimulus compared to the task-irrelevant dimension. In the other, it was more difficult to direct attention to the task-relevant dimension compared to the task-irrelevant dimension. We only obtained significant dorsolateral prefrontal activity in the latter case, consistent with the idea that dorsolateral prefrontal regions are only involved when one needs executive control to direct attention to the task-relevant dimension, and not when such information is processed automatically.

Although the pattern of activation for cingulate cortex was similar to that of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in that distinct subdivisions were activated by the color–word compared to spatial–word task, we have numerous reasons to believe that the cingulate’s role in attentional selection is distinct from that of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Although a detailed discussion of these reasons is beyond the scope of this paper, we will provide a brief synopsis here. In the study discussed above in which we varied the relative difficulty of attending to the task-relevant compared to task-irrelevant dimension, we found no relation of this manipulation to activity in the cingulate (Banich et al., 2000). Furthermore, in another study we varied the degree of response interference engendered by different variants of the Stroop task. The results of this investigation suggested that the increases in the cingulate’s activity are primarily driven by the degree to which task-irrelevant information provides information about possible responses (Milham et al., 1999).

In contrast to activity in anterior regions, activity in posterior regions is influenced by task-irrelevant information. This finding is interesting as it suggests that selection may occur by a modulation of processing of task-irrelevant information rather than by enhanced processing of task-relevant information. In many other studies of attentional selection, researchers have noted an increased activation in the brain region responsible for processing perceptual information about the attended attribute or feature (e.g., Corbetta et al., 1991, Wijciulik, Kanwisher, & Driver, 1998). In their studies, however, unlike ours, task-irrelevant information is not related to task-relevant information. For example, in those studies the information provided by an item’s form or its motion does not provide information about
its color. In contrast, on incongruent trials in the Stroop task, the task-irrelevant information conflicts with the task-relevant information. From this perspective it should not be surprising to find an effect of task-irrelevant information in Stroop tasks, as interference is posited to occur on incongruent trials specifically because processing of the task-irrelevant information cannot be totally inhibited.

The fact that activity in these posterior regions increased on incongruent compared to neutral trials might seem counterintuitive, as the incongruent trials require greater selection against the word and object information, respectively, than do neutral trials. Therefore, one might have expected a decrease, rather than an increase, in activation in these regions. However, activation in these regions may increase because the task-irrelevant information on incongruent trials is associated with that which has been deemed as task-relevant (e.g., color), whereas the task-irrelevant information on neutral trials is not.

We speculate that the imposition of an attentional set for task-relevant information by prefrontal regions involves “alerting” all brain regions that process information related to that attentional set. For example, when color is to be attended, other brain regions associated with color processing will be primed to become activated as well. These regions would include those that process the semantic or linguistic value of color or object-processing regions because color is a very salient cue for distinguishing among objects (e.g., Plaut & Farah, 1990). Activity in these posterior regions would then increase as the brain attempts to resolve the mismatch between the bias set by prefrontal areas for the task-relevant dimension and the presence of the related but incongruent task-irrelevant information in the posterior regions. This attempted resolution would likely occur via a reverberatory loop between frontal and posterior regions (Goldman-Rakic, 1988).

We have considered the possibility that activation of posterior regions is not driven by processing of the task-irrelevant attribute, but rather is linked to some other factor, such as the novelty of seeing an item in an unexpected color (e.g., a yellow strawberry). However, a number of considerations mitigate against this possibility. First, it is traditionally prefrontal areas, rather than posterior areas, that appear to be most sensitive to novelty (Knight, 1984). Second, the results of an unpublished study (Banich et al., unpublished data) revealed that most of the same extrastriate areas showing increased activation in our current study to incongruent color–object stimuli (e.g., a yellow strawberry) relative to neutral stimuli, also yield increased activity to congruent color–object stimuli (e.g., a red strawberry) relative to neutral stimuli. Such a finding precludes the possibility that the novelty of seeing an item in an unexpected color drives activation in these regions. Third, the regions that become activated in our study are distinct from those that show greater activity for items presented in an abnormal color compared to their normal one (Zeki & Marini, 1998). Hence, we believe that the posterior regions activated in our study are involved in processes associated with attentional selection rather than color perception.

We have also considered and rejected the possibility that the differences in patterns of activation can be accounted for by differences in the overall attentional difficulty imposed by the different variants of the Stroop task. Very distinct regions of posterior cortex showed increased activation in the color–word and color–object Stroop task (Experiment 2), even though the increase in RT caused by incongruent compared to neutral trials did not differ significantly between these two tasks. Potentially more worrisome, however, was the differentiation in activation for the spatial–word and color–word tasks (Experiment 1), the former of which yielded less interference in the behavioral measure on incongruent trials than did the latter. Although there has been some discussion that dorsolateral regions may become activated by more demanding tasks whereas inferior frontal regions may become activated by less demanding tasks, we know of no study suggesting a dissociation within dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which is what we observed. Furthermore, the nature of the dissociation, with a more dorsal center of activation for the spatial–word task and a more ventral one for the color–word task is compatible with a dissociation between a task-relevant attribute being processed by subdivisions of the visual processing stream, dorsal versus ventral, respectively. Finally, we (Banich et al., 1999) have found that the same region of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex that we observed in both studies to become activated by incongruent compared to neutral color–word trials is also differentially activated by congruent trials (the word “red” in red) compared to neutral trials. If the differentiation in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex were being driven by the difficulty of selecting the ink color, then we would have anticipated that the location of activation in the congruent condition should have been closer to that observed in our spatial–word task. We would have anticipated such a result because the behavioral data suggest that the spatial–word task is less attentionally demanding than the color–word task.

In light of our findings from the first experiment, the results from the second experiment suggest that activation in posterior regions can be modulated by both task-relevant and task-irrelevant information. In contrast, a double dissociation in the pattern of prefrontal activation was only observed in the first study where the nature of task-relevant information varied, but not in the second study in which the nature of such information was held constant.

Taken together, the results of these studies suggest two distinct mechanisms for modulation of attentional selection. One mechanism, involving prefrontal regions
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and associated areas of the precuneus, is likely to reflect a top-down executive mechanism for imposing an attentional set for task-relevant information. Of most interest, this subsystem appears to have a modular organization with distinct regions of control based on the nature of the task-relevant information (e.g., information in the dorsal vs. ventral visual processing stream). To our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate such an effect. It should be noted that this finding is compatible with evidence for modularity within the prefrontal cortex for the control of other cognitive functions. For example, recent work suggests the possibility of distinct anatomical localization for spatial compared to nonspatial working memory in humans (Smith & Jonides, 1999).

The second subsystem, centered in posterior regions, appears to reflect a mechanism whereby the relationship between task-relevant and task-irrelevant information is detected. It appears that when task-irrelevant information is related to the attentional set imposed by frontal regions, processing is modulated not by turning up the gain on posterior regions that process the task-relevant attribute, but rather by a modulation of processing of the task-irrelevant information.

METHODS

Fourteen volunteers participated in Experiment 1, and 16 volunteers participated in Experiment 2. All were right-handed, between the ages of 20 and 35, had no known history of neurological impairment, and gave informed consent before participating in the study.

In both experiments, each individual participated in four runs. In Experiment 1, half of these runs involved the color–word task and half involved the spatial–word task. In Experiment 2, half of these runs involved the color–word task and half involved the color–object task. Task order was counterbalanced across participants. For each task, the first run consisted of four and a half cycles that were composed entirely of neutral trials. This run familiarized subjects with the task as well as provided evidence for the ability of our statistical criteria to control for false positives in our analyses (see below). The second run consisted of four and half cycles in which a block of neutral stimuli (off phase) was alternated with a block of stimuli that contained half-neutral and half-incongruent trials (on phase). Each half cycle contained 18 trials. A trial appeared once every 2 sec. Each trial consisted of a fixation cross for 300 msec, followed by the Stroop stimuli for 1200 msec. This was followed by a 500-msec intertrial interval. Reaction time was recorded from stimulus onset. Trials in which participants did not respond within 1200 msec were counted as errors. It should be noted that error rates were so low as to make analysis of accuracy irrelevant. The first run for each task (which consisted entirely of the neutral trials) provided adequate practice to provide ceiling levels of performance on accuracy.

For the color–word task, participants pressed one of three buttons to indicate whether the word’s ink color was blue, yellow, or green regardless of the meaning of the word. For the spatial–word tasks, participants pressed one of three buttons to indicate whether the word was positioned above, below, or inside the box, regardless of the meaning of the word. For the color–object task, they pressed one of three buttons to indicate whether the object was green, yellow, or orange, regardless of the color with which it is strongly associated.

Multislice images of the brain were acquired using a 1.5-T GE Signa scanner equipped for echo-planar imaging (EPI). For each run, a total of 144 EPI images were acquired (TR = 2400 msec, TE = 40 msec, flip angle for Experiment 1 = 60°, flip for angle for Experiment 2 = 90°), each consisting of 11 contiguous slices in Experiment 1 and 15 slices in Experiment 2 (thickness = 7 mm, in-plane resolution = 3.75 mm). In addition, a 3-D gradient echo anatomical set was acquired for each participant for the purpose of landmark selection. The head coil was fitted with a bite bar to minimize motion during the sessions.

The first six volumes of each run were discarded to allow the MR signal to reach steady state. Prior to statistical tests, images in the data series were intensity normalized, convolved with a 3-D Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 8 mm × 8 mm × 8 mm, kernel width = 5 × 5), temporally denoised using an ID-wavelet transform (visu-shrink, number of levels = 4) and linearly detrended (parameter estimates based upon images in the off phases only).

Analysis to Detect Regions Exhibiting Greater Activity on Incongruent Than Neutral Trials

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistical test was used to generate statistical probability maps between the on and off phases for each voxel for each run. A 4.8-sec hemodynamic lag was assumed. The probability values from the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test were then converted to Z scores and averaging of Z score maps across subjects was carried out in a common stereotaxic space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). MedX V3.2 was used to carry out image processing and statistical analyses. Using the mean Z score maps, activation maps were generated with a statistical threshold of mean Z > 1.96. To verify the validity of this threshold, we utilized the runs in which the on and off conditions consisted of only neutral trials. If our threshold were valid, the on/off comparisons under such conditions should not yield any activation, which was indeed the case.

Confirmatory Analysis for Dissociation of Activity Between Tasks

First we isolated those voxels for which significant increases in activity were noted in our comparison of
incongruent versus neutral for one task, but not the other (e.g., activity noted in the spatial–word task but not the color–word task, or vice versa). Next, for each of these voxels, we calculated the percent change in the mean BOLD signal (incongruent–neutral) measured from each subject for each task. Finally, for each voxel, we entered these measures into a paired t test, comparing the percent changes observed for color–word and spatial–word tasks, using a significance threshold of $Z > 2.5$. Peaks were identified using the Mintun peak detection algorithm (Mintun, Fox, & Raichle, 1989).
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